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STATEMENT ON ORAL ARGUMENT AND 
PUBLICATION

Oral arouaant is not necessary because the briefs fully sat 
forth the facts and tbs loyal authorities governing this 

court's review of the certiorari court's decision of reversing 

the final administrative decision and orfar of Csspondent- 

Appsllant. Darkovic believes that publication is appropriate 

in this case because this court's ''decision is likely to have 

an inpact on other prisoners oho ace in the sane situation 

as darkovic is in.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This appeal by the DOC arises from the certiorari court's 

ruling that the DOC had no legal statutory authority to 

withhold and be a debt collector for unpaid restitution on
discharged sentence pursuant to is. ftat.a conoletad an A

1373.20(1r).
darkovic agrees that the statutes discussed in the state's 

brief implements the Wisconsin Constitution's demand that
Jisconsin "shall ensure that erica victims have... the...

[of] restitution," dis. Const, 
to enforce these statutes

privilege [] and protection []
dooever, the DOC fails 

while darkovic was incarcerated under tiis Judgment of
darkovic completed

• • •

ar t. X

Conviction (JOC) in Case '’95CF57. 
and discharged fron this sentence in Decanter of 2012, the 

DOC lost that privilege and protection by the Wisconsin 
Constitution am’ statutes. The DOC ^oes not have the liberty 

to enforce something that the victim '•'’id not do after the 

completion and discharge of this sentence to protect their 

interest.

r* ■Bcause

The circuit court in the certiorari review properly ruled 

that dis. Stats. ”7303.01(3)(b) and 331.32(1) does not give 

the DOC the legal statutory right to withhold an’ bo a debt 
collector on unpaid restitution on a completed an:3, discharged 

sentence, even if "’arkovic is still incarcerate 

different JOC. The DOC has no authority over a person or any

a trader a

-1 -



febts lie night still have oace ha has fiecnargah fron his 

JDC. Tia DOC only has authority over a persoa an! his loots 

ho ;r:ight still have if that per3on is still actively an for 

a JOC an! ta.i not hi 3 char gat yet fro.i that •T?C.
In attrition, the DOC !i! not coasiO.or withhclfiny un! 

collecting the unpei! root!cation on this couplete! ant 
'•ischarge! sentence until the i :np 1 so e a t a t i o a of Oct 355 axis' 

at. 0973.20(11)(c). (7.19:4-7.) Che state claims on 

page 3 of their brief (footnote), that let 353 ant bis. Dtat.
is. fr-

O• U,
•C7

5073.20(11 ) (c) was not in offset whan the DOC star tax’ 
collecting unpai! restitution on this cootieto ana Discharge!
sentence. what is unequivocally falsa, let 355, which Tails
'with the restitution statute. tat. 3373.25(11)(c), 
which was acts! to the restitution statuta was aaaetef on

an.: .13.

April 11, 2015, ant went into affect on July 1, 3015. -oon 

after it wane into effect, along with the net irplevuentation 

of the Wisconsin Inceryrate' Corrections Oyster (D 

the DCC star tat 
Oarhovic complete! aa1 discharge! from it 2002, beginning 

on Tove.nber 1, 2019. let 355, --is. Chat. "973.30{11}(c) =nJ 

the net (0IC3) 3 a tab-as a was fie -'tin reason th e DOC started 

collecting unys.i’ restitution on a coopletel an) 3 is chare ex) 
sentence fron Tarbovie an! aany other in-rates in the DOC
cysts-.a.

7) pro., nr,
collecting unpai ’ restitution on a sentence

STATEMENT OF FACTS

On Dacsuibsr 23, 
by fraa! m Tauterha 

receive! a sentence of
or!ere! to pay 3 4-, 21 4.20 in restitution, 

surcharge an3 3 20 m court costs. (-.10:'’.)
'•'arkovic complete! an! Discharge! fron this case in Oscsiibsr 

of 2002.
County Circuit Court case no. 94CF4720 which ran concurrent 
to 35CF57. (2.10:2.)

1?°3, Parkovic was convicte' of thaft 

bounty case no. 95CT57. ("'.10:2.) !e
seven years of inearcaration an! was

70 in v-ictia/witness

!a is still in prison on another sentence, 'ilwaubee

In hovaebor 2015, the DOC starts’’ to wichiraw an! collect 

50 3 of Tarkovic's prison wages in gift aoney for the unpai!



restitution on of in caxe no. -50^57. 'nrhovic rroto several 
letters to the businaoe office at Otaalsy Correctional. 
Institution ("3CT") contesting the rith'raoalo. (’'’..10:22-2?.)

iaao ar, Financial Pcogra.:; luoervisor, 
barbovie, explaining that Corrections ,as 

authorize" to use prisoner's fonts to say restitution, and 

obligations reduced to j udgrant. (a. 11:31.) Che also said 

one had verified there oar no civil j udpnerit filed in chin

oventer 1 •’, 7015, 
wrote each to

.a 3 .

(2.1 ' » a n \case. ^ ^

da decerbar 19, 3015, hrfevie file 

through the ICh? alleging Corrections 

collect restitution on. a co'aplata'

an innate eoaplaint
•authority to

tcchur ■ O's ' '■aiiv cos a.
{2.12 at 35-30.) the in rate corgiaint exaainar ogcha with 

a financial ecialict. Os. Joissiar, who contacted the 

Cashier's Unit. 'One Cashier's unit state'' chat on discharged 

cases the debt is still ones and: will still be collected on
II /-» •-yyptp-' II •as the case is V '•> dice database, Toe naid 

2y feel they shouldn't 
have he pay on the case. The innate co.-..plaint axmh.ier also 

note' there ash

i:ns
iunataa need, to contact the court if

coney uas still on ad. hnrhovic ran told to
in regards to the issue. Ohs corgiaint was

Jar den disaissed
contact the Ujour

disahsoed. (h. 1 0: dh. ) 
cne cos.gleint on ’'ece.aber ??, 3015. (0.13:12.)

lied an appeal to the corrections eonplaint 
sxsainsr. (0.10: 11—15.) 0e clairad that pursuant 
dd73.23(1r), efcsr tha case is conpletc

raconaeada1' to one

1arhovie ■ft

bis. dtat.u-G

the

in i civil action. 'Te further cl aired that because the vie tin; 
enced a civil action against hi...: to collect the

een ter.airatab.
never co

the restitution or hr should havsrestitution,
(0.13:45.) dhe correction coroluiat er.miner found hue
institution response had been reasonable and racor.uenda:3 the 

appeal be bisrissod. (.2.10:12.) the reconnendatign to disuios 

tie appeal was accepted ns the decision of the secretary on 

January 2?, 3317. (d.13:43.).



On February 23, 231 7, :'ar'c3vic filed a timely petition 

for a writ of certiorari challenging D7C’ 3 decision. (R.l.)
Tha circuit court reversed DOC's feci3ion in a September 15, 
2017 decision and order. (0.13:1-0.) The State on behalf of 
the DOC, filed a finely botice of Appeal on sovenber 1, 2917,

ays later. (0.20;21.) Che Otata's 

brief in this appeal was files on -January -3, 2010. Darkovic's 

ha3ponsa briaf now follows.

,•7ant an amended notice two

ARGUMENT

I. AFTER A DEFENDANT HAS COMPLETED HIS 
SENTENCE AND STILL HAS UNPAID 
RESTITUTION, THE RESTITUTION ORDER 
IS CONVERTED TO A CIVIL JUDGMENT 
PURSUANT TO WIS. STAT. §973.20(1r)

Despite barhovic completing this sentence in December of 
2002 (1G years ago), this case is fundamentally a simple 
one. The outcome is dictated by answering one question: Is 

the criminal restitution order entered by the circuit court 
on December 20, 1095 convertss to a civil j udgrant for any
remaining restitution still owed after the completion and

2973.20{1r)?discharge of a sentence pursuant to bis.Stat.
If the answer is yes, then the DOC has no legal statutory

393.01(9)(b) and 301.32(1) to
arkovic's money 

and discharge’ sentence,

authority under bis.Stats, 
withhold and ba a debt collector for any of

•7 C

"7

for unpaid restitution on a complete- 
even if barkovie is still incarcerated on another JOC. Any 
remaining restitution converted to a civil j udg.nent can only 

be enforced by the victim, not the DOC. An analysis of the
the case law,

this Court affirms the certiorari court's decision and order.
and the record commands thatrestitution statute,

A. Statutory Analysis of Wis. Stat. 
§973.20(1r) shows that unpaid 
restitution after the completion 
of a sentence must be converted 
to a civil judgment

Statutory interpretation begins with the language of 
the statute. "If the meaning of the statute is plain. S3

-4-



ordinarily stop the inquiry." Olstad v. Microsoft Corp., 2005 

WI 121, PI 8, 700 N.W. 2d 139, 144 (citing Kalal v. Circuit 

Court for Dane County, 2004 WI 58 P45, 271 Wis. 2d 633, 663,
681 N.W. 2d 110, 124). The Court assigns the words in the 

statute their cartoon, ordinary, and accepted meaning. Id.
The Court also considers the context and structure cf the

P46. The Court interprets statues to avoid absurd 

or unreasonable results and to give effect to every word in 

the text. Id. Consequently, a statute is not ambiguous simply 

because it does not say what a party wants it to say. Moreover,
"a statute is not ambiguous simply because the parties disagree
as to its meaning." Preston v. Meriter Hosp., Inc., 2005 WI 
122, P22, 700 N.W. 2d 158, 166 (2005).

statute. Id • f

1. The language of the restitution statute is clear 
on its face - Markovic's criminal restitution 
order is converted to a civil judgment after 
the completion and discharge of a sentence.

"Under the plain meaning rule, courts do not resort to 

legislative history to uncover ambiguities in a statute clear
Seider v. O'Connell, 2000 WI 76, P49, 236 Wis. 

2d 211, 235, 612 N.W. 2d 659, 671 (2000). dee also, Kelly 

Co. v. Marquardt, 172 Wis. 2d 234, 247, 493 N.W. 2d 68, 74
(1992). here, the language is clear: darhovic's criminal 
restitution order is converted to a civil judgment for any 

remaining unpaid restitution after the completion of a

on its face."

sentence.
.destitution is governed by "Ti.-s.~tat. ”573.20. State v. 

Evans, 2000 WI App. 178. The language of Wis.8tat. ”973.20
is controlling this case.

•7is. Stat. 973.20{1r) states:
[ajfter the termination of probation, extended supervision, 
or parole, or if the defendant is not placed on probation, 
extended supervision, or parole, restitution ordered under 
this section is enforceable in the same manner as a 
judgment in a civil action by the victim named in the order 
to receive restitution or enforced under ch. 785.

This language contemplates a civil judgment under §306.10. 
Uection "60S.10 is the civil judgment provision of the 

Wisconsin rules of civil procedure, his. "tat. ”373.20(1r)

-5-



suggests a judgmsnt derived from a restitution order retains 

its nature as restitution, but tbit tbs victiai caay enforce 
tbs jaugment by using civil enforcement mechanisms. ( s. g.
attachment or garnish stoat) or bv seeking ra. aerial sanctions 

for contempt. So the language of tbs restitution statute is 

clear on its face - any restitution for a crisis of which 

harkovic has completed shaul
judgment the victim .nay enforce, not the HOC. los can the 

DOC collect anpalb restitution after the completion of a 
criminal judgment and yet 
such a judgment an
axe1usivs. To do so would arguably violate 

orocaso rights, fee also, Wis.Stat. §973.09(3)(b) which shows 

restitution must be a civil judgment under :«’i3.
not expressly

state that unpaid restitution "becomes" or "is converted" 

to a civil judgment is of no merit. Indeed, it would have
for the legislature to use such language, dot only 

would such language be imprecise, it would he ambiguous. People 

would not know what the legal effect of terms like "conversion" 

or "becomes" would mean as they relate to civil judgments, 
that is not the vernacular of the law. ‘-’is-ely, the legislature 

used language extant in the law: "civil judgment" 

the same manner as a judgment in a civil action." The 

legislature also refers readers of the statute to well known 

rules that govern civil judgments §333.10. The statute 

references no other "basket" into which the judgment .nay be 

put. Thus, the legislature provides readers of the statute 

clear language to follow. Accordingly, the statute §973.20(1r) 

tells you all you need to know - unpaid, restitution after 

the completion of a sentence are civil judg.-vents that the 

victim may enforce, not the DOC.
Similarly, the legislature A.±~ not use words to make 

a judgment derived from §973.20{1r) nan—dischargeable or 

nan-negotiable. Legislature omission of such qualifying 

language shows that the legislature meant to have judgments

be transformed into a civil

aintain criminal jurisdiction over 
defendant? The two concepts are mutually

a i
..r-

arkovic's due

that unpai 
3 tat. §305.10. The fact that the legislature di

been of

"inan:

-5-



derived from unpaid restitution by a civil judgment under
t-30-S.IO. "It is. presumed that the legislature is cognizant 
of what language to include or omit when it enacts laws."
Town of Sheboygen v. City of Sheboygen, 2001 WI. App. 279,
P9, 248 Wis. 2d 904, 910, 637 N.W. 2d 770 774. The 

"...legislature's intent is exprassa 

language." Peterson v. Volkswagen of America, Inc 

61, PI 9, 281 Wis. 2d 39, 51 697 N.W. 2d 61, 66 (citing Kalal, 
2004 WI 58, P43).

in the statutory
2005 WI• /

2. The context and structure of the statute 
are clear - Markovic's criminal restitution 
judgment is converted to a civil judgment 
after the completion of a sentence.

SOS.10, entitled, "Judgment and lian docket,"Section
states:

At the tine of entry of a judgment directing in whole 
or in part the payment of money, or a judgment naming 
a spouse under and upon payment of the exact amount 
of the fee prescribed in the clerk of circuit court 
shall enter the judgment in the judgment and lien 
docket, arranged alphabetically...

The legislature's repeats- reference to civil judgments 

in the statute is bolstered by the legislature's cross 

reference to a civil statute. Section 373.20 refers the reader 

to 0805.10(1), which is the civil statute governing the 

enforcement of civil judgments, this cross reference-confirms 

that the judgment describe':7 in ”973.20(1r) is a civil judgment 
after the completion of a sentence.

If the legislature had intended for special treatment 
of civil judgments arising from restitution, it could have 

it did not. Instead, the legislature counted on 

the pre-existing civil system, Moreover, 2805.10 is silent 

regarding civil judgments entered for unpaid restitution.
Such judgments are treated like any other civil judgment under 
2305.10. Thus, harkovlc's criminal restitution judgment is 

converted to a civil judgment after the completion of a

dona so

sentence.
The DOC and the Stanley Correctional Institution claims

that they can withhold and collect Markovic's money tor unpaid

-7-



restitution on a completer santanca. There reasoning is that 
"v’ics" a software program; that tha hoc created says that 
Casa "35CF57 is "0?Eb" and that I "dee". If open and I owe, 
they can collsct it even after the corapletion of a santanca. 
(0.10:42.) If the doc anc Stanley Correctional Institution
is correct, than §973.20 (1 r) is rendered meaningless. If the 

criminal restitution judgment entered by the circuit court 
on December 20, 1395 is not converted to a civil judgment 
for uiipai restitution on a complete;? and discharge!?, sentence, 
but ongoing criminal restitution, why foes 2373.20(1 r) exist 
at all? The Court could simply extend probation or a sentence 

until the restitution obligation is satisfied. If a criminal
restitution judgmant for unpaid restitution is not converted, 
to a civil judgment after the completion of a sentence, but 
halo as criminal restitution, why bother with 

Consequently, the statutory maxim that prohibits an 

interpretation that eliminates the meaning of other statutory
PC's interpretation 

that unpaid restitution after the completion of a santanca 

remains criminal restitution and that they can collect because 

"died" says its "OPEN" and you "Odd"
Kalal, 2004 WI 58, P46 (citations omitted).

7 3.2 0 {1 r) .

language or is absurd shows that the

cannot be correct. Dee
o interpret

2373.20(1r) that they can collect on unpaid restitution after

•T'

the completion of a sentence as the DOC was doing is absurd 

because it creates a new type of j uclgment and is inconsistent 
with other statutory provisions. Dae Kalal, 2004 WI 58, P46 

(citations omitted)("3tatutory language in interpreted in 
the context in which it is used; not in isolation but a part 
of a whole; in relation to the language of surrounding or 

closely-related statutes; and reasonably, to avoid 

unreasonable results.").
furthermore, when there is doubt as to the meaning of 

a criminal statute, courts should apply the rule of lenity 

and interpret the statute in favor of the accused. State v. 
Jackson, 2004 WI 29, Pi 2 270 Wis. 2d 113, 120, 676 N.W. 2d 

872, 875 (citing State v. Morris, 108 Wis. 2d 282, 289, 322 

N.W. 2d 264, 267 (1982); State v. Wilson, 77 Wis. 2d 15, 28,

-8-



252 N.W. 2d 64, 70 (1977). Thus any interpretation of
f?73.2Q(1r) that imposes further criminal punish seat such 
as continual restitution after a completed sentence cannot 
s band..

B. Wisconsin Stats. §§303.01(8)(b) and 
301.32(1) does not allow the DOC 
to withhold and collect restitution 
on a completed and discharged sentence

his. "cat §303.01(3)(b) states in relevant part that 
the DOC shall Distribute an inmate's earnings for statutory 

surcharges and "for other obligations either acknowledge-'! 
by the inmate...in writing or which have been reduced to 

judgment that may be satisfied according to law." The 

State argues that "other obligations...reduced to judgment 
encompasses restitution citing State v. Baker, 2001 WI App 

100, 243 Wis. 2d 77,
Baker allows the DOC to withhol

626 N.W. 2d 862. The State claims that 
and collect unpaid 

restitution on a sentence Markovie has already completed

,C.

and discharged from in 200?, 
in the DOC system on a different conviction. If that's the 

case, the State's reasoning that you can collect on unpaid 

restitution on a complete'7 and Discharge-" sentence, even if 

you are now incarcerate? on a different -TOC gives the DOC 

unlimited authority ho collect any unpaid restitution at 
anytime oven 50 years from now if they chose to do so. That 
is absolutely absurd!

Under bis. Ctat. §973.20(1r), only the victim an? not 
the DOC has the authority to collect the unpaid restitution 

after the sentence has been completed and discharged.
As stated on -page 5 of this brief, his. Ctat. §973.20(1 r) 

provides in relevant part:
[a]fter the termination of probation, extended supervision, 
or parole, or if the defendant is not placed on probation, 
extended, supervision, or parole, restitution ordered under 
this section is enforceable in. the same manner as a 
judgment in a civil -action by the victim named in the order 
to receive restitution or enforced an -her ch. 735.

1-. accuse ha is still incarcerated

The Wisconsin Tuprona Court has interpreted Mis. Ctat.

_0_



C373.29{1r) to mean that, upon completion of probation, the 

restitution order becomes a civil judgment. baa Huml v. Vlazny, 
293 Wis. 2d 169, 188 (2006). The Wisconsin duprene Court in 
Huml v. Vlazny , also concluded the more reasonable 

interpretation of the phrase 11 in the sane manner as a 

judgment of conviction in a civil action" in '-Tie. dtat. 
2?73.20(1r) is that the resulting judgment is a civil judgment.

The DOC'3 position that they can collect for unpaid
restitution after the completion and discharge of a sentence 

is further undermined by State v. Davis, 127 Wis. 2d 486,
381 N.W. 2d 333 (1986). Tbelner avis was placed on probation 

for 5 years and orders-’ to pay restitution for committing 

welfare fraud. Id. at 487-88, 381 N.W. 2d 333. Three tires 

the circuit court extended navis' probation because restitution 

remained unpaid. Id. at 489-91, 381 N.W. 2d 333. The Wisconsin 

■Supreme Court explained the circuit court's decision to extend. 
Davis' probation was an erroneous exorcise of 
because it affectively transformed the criminal justice system 

into a collection agency "to collect what eventually became 

no more than a civil debt." Id. at 499. Davis, therefore, 
stands for the proposition that once the penal and 

rehabilitative purposes of restitution have been served, only 

a civil debt remains.
In Huggett v. State, 83 Wis. 2d 790, 266 N.W. 2d 403

(1978), the Wisconsin Supreme Court noted that the criminal 
justice system should not he employed to supplement a civil 
suit or as a threat to coerce the payment of a civil liability 

or to perform the functions of a collection, agency. Id. at

iscrocion

803-04 (citing State v. Scherr, 9 Wis. 2d 418, 424, 101 N.W.
2d 77 (I960)). If the DOC is allowe to collect for unpaid 

restitution on a completed and discharged sentence, it turns
orison and

collection agency. Debtors' prisons are unlawful in this 

country, and being a modern-day collection agency is not part 
of the DOC's charter or part of and rehabilitation mission.

the Wisconsin prisons into both a debtors

-1 o-



"destitution serves the dual purposes of making the
vietiiTi whole an- rehabilitating the defendant." Huml v. Vlazny, 
2006 WI 87, 5138, 293 Wis. 2d 169, 190, 716 N.W. 2d 807, 817 

citing State v. Sweat, 208 Wis. 2d 409, 561 N.W. 2d 695 (1997).
However, "once the penal and rehabilitative purposes of

aht regains."restitution have been served, only a civil
Id. at ?[43, citing State v. Davis, 127 Wis. 2d 486, 381 N.W. 
2d 333 (1986) and Huggett v. State, 83, Wis. 2d 790, 206 N.W. 
2d 403 (1978).

moreover, "restitution in a criminal case is a remedy 

that belongs to the state, not to the victim." Id. at H44. 
"termination of probation, however, signals the state's 

disavowal of any penal or rehabilitative interests." Id. 
Thereafter, only the goal of compensating the victim remains. 
This is an objective adequately accomplished by entry of a 

civil judgment, which can be enforced through civil
enforcement mechanisms.

The certiorari court notes that in Baker, an inmate was 

incarcerated under a Judgment of Conviction (".JOC") that was 

at issue in that case. Here, ••iarkovic served the sentence 

in Casa ’?95Cd57. Therefore, he is not incarcerated under the 

JOC in Case J25CF57. Howaver, he is still in prison undar 

a JOC in another case.
Baker should not be read to mean that an order to pay 

restitution, as part of a JOC, is a judgment of conviction, 
hs long as an inmate is incarcerate'’ under the jqc, the DOC 

has authority to collect restitution that is ordered as part 
of that JOC. however, when an inmate completes and discharges 
from a sentence, any unpaid restitution has to To reduced 

to a civil judgment in order for a victim to collect. If this 

court would read Baker to mean that an order for restitution 

in the JOC is a judgment for restitution, there would be no 

need to reduce an unpaid restitution to a civil juc.gment under 
373.20(1r) after the sentence is completed because 

the victim would be able to collect on the JOC. Moreover,
Jis. Stat.
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the certiorari court no tat? that the JOG in this case states
that restitution is a coneition of the sentence.
(0.10 at 2.) Any condition expires when, the sentence is served. 
Thus, this is another reason why any unpaid restitution had 

to be reduced to a civil judgment.
The certiorari court did not rely on Baker as the 

controlling case that the DOC does not have legal statutory 

authority to withhold and collect unpaid restitution on a
completed and discharged sentence. The certiorari court only

arkovic's case. Baker waswanted to distinguish Baker 
still incarcerated under a JOG that was at issue in that case.

with f 7

Cere, however,
the sentence in Case .’'9 5CF57 that is at issue here. The 

controlling case in the certiorari court's decision that the 

DOC has no legal statutory authority to collect on unpaid 

restitution on a completed and discharged sentence is clearly 

stated in Huml v. Vlazny. This is the controlling case that 
the certiorari court relied upon and that this court should 

be legally obligated to conform to.
In addition, the DOG argues that ^is. Gtat. 7301 .32(1 ) 

provides authority to collect restitution in discharged cases.
g301 .32(1 ) states that prisoner's money can be 

used, to pay the applicable surcharges or "for the benefit 
of the prisoner." DOC argues that paying down an inmate's 

legal debt/restitution is "for the benefit of the prisoner." 

This section does not directly address the DOC's authority 
to collect unpaid restitution on a discharged sentence, 
‘loreover, the certiorari court and Markovic question whether 

payment.of an uncollectible 

inmate. Payments for an uncollectible civil debt under 

his. Gtat. 7301.32(1) is not for the benefit of an inmate.
It is undisputed that Darkovic served his seven year sentence 

in Case ;.’/95C?57, and* that there was no civil judgment entered 

in this case. (D.10:32,50.) dis. Gtat. 7391.32(1} is not being 

utilized properly. It's only being utilized when it's in

arkovic already completed - and discharged fromwT

dis. 7 tat.

ebt is for the benefit of an
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the bast interest of the r'CC, not the victim, because if the 
DOC bat the concern of the vie tin, 

the unpaid restitution years ago when they ha 

statutory authority.

they would Have collected 

the legal

The DOC waited until Caveeber of 7016 to start collecting 

unfair restitution that was ordor-a 

bach in December of 1995.
by the sentencing court 

(0.10:2.) The DOC did not consider 

this unpaid restitution that has owed in this case until the 

enactment of tot 355, the added provision of his. Chat.
0073.20{11){c), which went into affect on July 1, 2015 and 

the DOC’s implementation of the new TICO software system.
Cnee tha new software system went into effect, the doc realizes 

that they dropped tha ball and nessef up in not collecting 

unpaid restitution on this discharged sentence and other 

discharged sentences.
It oust be noted chat there is no language in "vis. Oct 

355 which states such newly create'7 amendment to his. "tat. 

f373.20 shall apply retroactively to those that already 

Dischargee fro a chair sentence, even if they are still 
incarcerate'7 on a Different sentence, nor coul 
it woul'~ violate Due Process un

it, because
implicate tha Double Jeopardy 

Clause of both the united Jbates and Wisconsin Constitutions.
373.20( 1 1 ) (c) "If a DefendantTha language in vis. "tat. 

who is in a state orison or who is sentences3 to pay 

restitution...cannot aeon that this statute is to apply 

retroactively to those that already cischargeJ from their 
sentence because the following words stats, "the court order 

shall require the defendant..." and court orders are issued
by the court and not the legislature, an'" Defendants have 

the legitimate expectation of finality in a sentence, 
especially in barhovic's case at issue here, harhovie 

discharged from this sentence in 2002 (15 years ago). It was 

not a sere coincidence that tha DOC decided to collect on 

this unpai restitution on this discharged sentence right 

afta dot 355 and the new provision of '"is.

,3

"973.20(11)(c)"tat.
was enacted, ’ll this shows is tha malicious intent of the
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DOC to intentionally misconstrua dct 355 and 'Ti3. Ctat. 
"973.20(11 ) (c) as a reason why they could collect unpaid 

restitution on a. completed an' discharge 

355 end his. btat. 3973.20(11)(c) in 9.19:4-7 for this 

Court's reference).(See also 9.1 at 4-5 regarding let 355).
The hoc also use^ the nee DICD software systsai in denying 

arhovic's many complaints that the DOC had no statutory 

authority to collect on unpaid restitution on a discharge':

("ae letsentence.

sentence by stating that, as long as DIC" says this case is
? I —, pp .• II an:' you still owe, the DOC will continue to collect 
on this unpaid restitution. ( ~ . 1 2 :4 2) It didn' t matter to 

-the,, that they new barhovic already discharge':" from’: fcjbis 

sentence {0.10:33.5 The DOC just resurrected there penal an 

rehabilitative interests on a discharged sentence. The DOC 

has no power to do that, because, as stated on page 11 of
ischarge from a sentence, 

it signals the state's disavowal of any penal or rehabilitative

e

this brief, once you complete an A A

interests.
also, the Dtats claims that there are other options that 

exist to collect unpaid restitution such as (1) C"C could 

certify the obligation to non under bis. 3tat. p?73.20(10(b);
pursue contempt proceedings 

"973.20{1r) and 7is. "tat. cb. 735 or (3) 

a victim could collect in a civil action under bis. "tat. 

„:973.20{1r). 
rambling about what ids

This court should not entertain the "tata's
other possibilities that are

not relevant to this case, 'he are not baiting about what the
the victim, or any other dopartment 

can to. ?Is are baiting about what the DOC can and can't do.
bis. "tat 53.3 93.01 {d) (b) and 331.32(1) does not allow 

the DOC to collect the unpaid restitution on a completed and 

discharged sentence, even if 

on another JOC. because the DOC failed to enforce these 

statutes when bartovie was still under the JOC in Case D95CF57, 
the DOC lost the constitutional demand to "ensure that crime 

victims 'lava... the.. .privilege^ ] an
restitution," under bis. Coast, art I, dp. The DOC cannot

an:

District ittornay. DC b.

barhovie is still incarcerated

protection[1...[of]
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withhold and collect anpai restitution on a completed and 
fincharged sentence because any remaining unpaid restitution
is converts' to a civil judgment the victim nay enforce, not 
the TOC, pursuant to Mia. "tat. "173.10(1c).

II. IF THE DOC HAD NO LEGAL STATUTORY
AUTHORITY TO COLLECT UNPAID RESTITUTON 
ON MARKOVIC'S DISCHARGED SENTENCE, THE 
CIRCUIT COURT CAN ORDER THE DOC TO 
REIMBURSE THE RESTITUTION OF THE 
CERTIORARI PROCEEDING IN THIS INSTANCE

Tea Court o .C Appeals certiorari review generally focuses 

on the actions of the aTninistra.five agency, rather than the
focision of the circuit court, "ee State ex rel. Whiting v. 
Kolb, 158 Wis. 2d 226, 233, 461 N.W. 2d 816, 819 (Ct.App.1990).
however, the Court of Appeals e novo review also allows the 

court to infepenoontly "'e tormina whether the remedy fovisef 
by the circuit court exceeda;
authority.

the scope of its certiorarir.

The state argues that nonetary damages are not available 

in a certiorari action anf that the court can not compel the 

DOC to perform a specific act, such as reimbursing an inmate
citing Coleman v. Percy, 86 Wis. 2d 336, 341, 272 N.W. 2d 

188 (Ct.App. 1978), aff'd, 96 Wis. 2d 578, 292 N.W. 2d 615 

(1980) and State ex rel. Richards v. Leik, 175 Wis. 2d 446, 
455, 499 N.W. 2d 276, 280 (Ct.App. 1993).
The Coleman court conclude" that "[-1 ]amages may not be awarded 

on certiorari," in 
certiorari is merely a. certification of the recorf of the 

orocoe lingo to be review??.” Coleman, 86 Wis. 2d at 341. The 

roguestef in Coleman was 175 for each -‘ay that the 

inmate spent in prison past his contractually guarantee? 

parole release fate. Id. at 339. The relie" reguastef in 

Richards was an order fieacting the DOC to transfer an inmate 

to a medium security prison, Richards, 175 Wis. 2d at 449. 
These cases, however, are not on point with marhovie' s case.
In Coleman, no money was actually illegally taken from him 

by the TOC. Me was seating money damages for pain aaf

art because "[tlha return to a -,vrit of

relic
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suffering. In Richards, no money was actually illegally taken
■ a only requester’ the court to 

order the DOC to move hie to a medium security prison.
The relief requested by ’’arkovic is quite different from 

the relief in Coleman and Richards, darkovic is not asking 

for *on3y daiaages/additional damages such as pain and suffering 

or to be moved to another medium security prison. barkovic 

is only requesting that he be reimbursed for the money that 
was illegally taken from his prison account by the DOC, nothing 

•nore, nothing less.
Ohe relief requested by barkavie is n direct result of 

the DOC's unauthorized deductions.
th.e remedy in certiorari is extremely limited, generally, 
the remedy should only give you what you would have had if

from him either by the DOC.

Carkovic understands that

the incident giving rise to the complaint had never happened, 
k common example is a successful complaint for lost property. 
You might be entitle to new property, or to bo reimbursed. 
for the value of the lost property. Cut you would not be 

entitled to additional damages for pain and suffering, barkovic 

is only asking to reimburse him for what ha would have had 

if the incident giving rise to the complaint had never happened 

{the illegal taking of Markovichs gift money and prison wages 

for unpaid restitution on a completed and discharged sentence).
That is all barkovic is asking for.

Decause the certiorari court found that the PCC did not 
have authority to withhold and collect money for unpaid 

restitution on a discharged case, it followed that any 

deductions made without such authority should be reimbursed. 
Otherwise, there would be no ramification for the DOC's 

actions. Che 00C could continue to illegally taka Carkovic's 

money for unpaid restitution and not worry about any 

repercussions. That's exactly what the DOC did hare.
The people in positions of rule making authority within 

the DAI and DOC administrations are supposed to be highly 

competent arid found to be fair, efficient and effective. 
3230.01(1). It appears to harkovic they are anything but!
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Under Sutployee Protection, ^230.80 definitions, at (1) states 

"Abuse of Authority means arbitrary and capricious exercise 

of power! 8330.31/230.32 specifically demands that any 

employee of an agency who has knowledge of violations has 

a duty to bring it to their supervisors aiv7 they have to 

investigate it or ask another agency to investigate it. 

bobody has stepped up to the plate and demanded an 

investigation. Further proof is, all these institution TCP 

investigators haven't dona so either.They knew that this 

was discharged but continued to illegally collect the unpaid 

restitution from "arkovic' s prison wages and gift atone y coning 

in from family, do one in this chain of command process from 

the bottom to the top has taken any steps, whey allowed this 

illegal activity to take place including the Secretary of 
the DOC. Even the State appealing this on behalf of the DOC, 
knows that the DOC had no legal statutory authority to collect 
unpaid restitution on a completed err1 discharged sentence.
The State is only arguing this because they have to because 

they represent the DOC.
Che DOC's role in collecting unpaid restitution on a 

completed and discharged sentence is absolutely criminal in 

nature. Each individual involved in this matter, from 

Causer, the financial program supervisor at 3.C.I., Jin 

Schwochert, Administrator of the Division of Adult 
Institutions, and Jon Litsober, the decretory of the DOC 

committed a criminal act ("Theft by ^raud"). Only after 

Darkovic filed a Detition for writ of Certiorari and exposed 

the DOC of their illegal activity, -iE he receive a letter 

from "3. Causer stating that the Division of Adult Institution 

(DAI) Management has decided the DOC will no longer collect 

on uiscoarged cases. She toll Markovic that his unpaid 

restitution on Case "DSC757 is closed, however, the DOC refused 

to reverse any withholdings already collected from November 
1, 2015 to March 23, 2017 which c.ame to a total of 
This was not just a wars coincidence that the DOC had decided 

to stop collecting the unpaid restitution right after the

case

S •

515.42.
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filing of tbs Petition for frit of Certiorari. 'Thy would the 

DOC at that juncture just a to;: collecting for unpaid 

restitution on 3. hsciargef sentence if the Stats and the 
POC contends that they have the statutory legal authority 

to ho so? That just would not mats any sense whatsoever.
The OOC didn't stop because of the kindness of their hearts. 
They stopped because they 'know it was illegal an 

want to get caught Peeper in debt with Varkovic's coney and 

other money from other inmates they were illegally collecting 

unpaid restitution on completed anh hischargeh sentences.
If oarbovic committed this criminal act {"Theft by Fraud") 

'■brrkovie would have already been charge"-3 anh convicta-"' for 

this Cfi;i.e.
'•"arkovic informed the •’’usiness office at C.O.I. of the 

dischargesentence free the get-go in a letter dated wovebber 
S, Pile. (F. 10 at ??.) however, the oo-C continue-’'1, to illegally 

collect r 3,3 ti tut ion in Cass r,?5C^:>7- V no wing that the sentence 

was already hischargeh. (c.10 at 33.)
In addition, the other cases that the Ctato cites, 

Guerrero v. City of Kenosha Hous. Auth

e id not

2011 WI App 138, 
fl10, 337 Wis. 2d 484, 805 N.W. 2d 127 and State v. 
Minniecheske, 223 Wis. 2d 493, 502, 590 N.W. 2d 17
(Ct.App. 1998), is not on point with 'Tarkovic ’ s case either. 

In Guerrero, the claimant's public housing assistance

• /

was terminate’11. The claimant rag ires ted for c sins tatewent into 

the Section d housing program an 

rental subsidies, 
claimant's own money.

In Minniecheske, the claimant filed a his. wtat.
post conviction .notion which per.nits defendants to challenge 

judgments of conviction when jurisdictional issues are raise:' 
or constitutional rights have been violate-’, by its express 

language, however, "974. ^5 only allows the sentencing court 
to correct the sentence as cay appear appropriate. '?is. Otat. 
"974.95(3)(f) . further, a criminal defendant moving for relief 

unbar tills section -nay only nova the court which imposed the 

sentence to vacate, sec asi'e or

restoration of past monthly 

To money was ever illegally eaten from the

"0,1 A .06

correct the sentence.
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;';374.0 5 {1 ) . "'llo this statute may be a proper 

vehicle to remove a restitution or-br for the jufgoenc of 
conviction, it foes not authorize the trial court to awar^ 

a money jubgiaent against the btate. here, "arkovic bib not 
file a 1974.05 post conviction botion to cemove a restitution 

orber from nis JOC. barkovic tiler a Petition for brit of 
Certiorari for review of an innate complaint (final 
administrative decision) an" the reeeby he was 3eaving

his. feet.

(reimbursement of money that was illegally taken from hie 

for unpaid restitution on a completed and discharged
arbovic bib not ash for coney 

■'aeages/ahhitional damages as the 3 bate claims, be only asked 

for money that was illegally taken from his own prison 

account by the bbC.

sentence). In addition, lb

Is is only asking for what he would have 

had if the incident giving rise to the complaint had never
happened.

The bbC knew from the gat-go that this was illegal, but 
they cl if it anyway. when they implemented the new "7IC3" 

oatabasa, they notices that no restitution was ever collected 

in na.ay discharge'’ cases. They knew they messed up. bo, 
because of their mess-up, they devised bogus, baseless reasons 

why they could collect on unpaid restitution on Discharged 

cases, (per bet 355, bis. 3tat. "?73.29 (11 ) (c), '7IC3 system, 
1303.31(3)(b), ant "301.33(1)). It was malicious, intentional, 

and criminal what the bbC bib. The remedy ‘'ackovic is 

requesting anb the remedy devised by the circuit court Tib 

not exceed the scope of its certiorari review because the 

relief is a direct result of tha egg's unauthorized deductions.
The btafce also claims that the remedy woul 

tcate Claims ^oarb, not tha certiorari court. If that is the 

case, what happens if the POC is allowed to arbitrarily 

continue to take money that they knew was not allowed to be 

taken, than what remedy woul-’’ be available to the inmate who 

Doesn't have the weans to file a writ of certiorari (such 

as paying the filing fee

be with the

or having the legal win-" to file 

a writ of certiorari). You can't just skip the whole process 

anb go Directly to the 3bate Claims '!oar'b This is just
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'arkovic has askeb for reinburse-aant of 
this illegal activity by the Of?, but they refuses an/ 
continue?, to taka '■•'arkovic' 3 eoney. They only stopper taking 

barkovic'3 money for uapai’ 
sentence because '"arkovic file'-7 a Petition for Tr.it of

the HOC of their illegal activity.
iore insult to injury

restitution on a '•discharge/

Certiorari, which expose
the Ctate ana the HOC wants to at?'bw,

stating that the certiorari court cannot oefar reimbursement 
of the coney that was illegally taken from '■'arkovic. This 

Court should not allow the ">00 to get away with this.
because the certiorari court rule/ that the money taken 

from '-'arkovic for unpaid restitution was illegal, the 

certiorari court's /aviso-"1 rooafy fib not exceed the scope 

of its certiorari authority.

CONCLUSION

"arhovie respectfully requests that this Court affirms
no legal

restitution
affirm the certiorari court's

the certiorari court's bacision that the cog ha 

3 .statutory authority to withhold. ana collect unpai 
on a bischargab sentence an 

orber that the C^C reimburse the money that was illegally 

taken from his prison account.

m , "01".bate/ this

a aspect f ul ly CuhiTiitteb,
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CERTIFICATION

I certifyPursuant to section 109.19(3){o), stats 

that this petition conforsis to the rules contained in 

section 309.19(2)(b) anf (c) for a focinnent profuca^ with 

proportional serif font. The length of this brief is

• t

a
20 pages.
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